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Abstract. We present several characterizations of the class PSPACE/~O~~. These characterizations 
are given in terms of PsPAcE-complete problems, certain algebraic closure operations, vectorial 
straight-line programs, and Kolmogorov complexity. To end, we characterize the problems having 
an exponentiai lower bound on their nununiium Cciiipirxiry iiiCaSiii& by VWtOikl StGiighi-iiiiiZ 

programs. 

1. Introduction 

In their seminal paper of 1980, Karp and Lipton defined the concept of nonuniform 
complexity classes [ 121. Given a complexity class 5%’ and a class of functions 9 from 
iV to Z*, define the class Y/S as the class of all sets A such that there is a set B 
in % and a function h in ~37, called the advice function, such that the following holds: 

w EA if and only if (w, h(lwl))E I3 

where (. . .) is a pairing function. 
For instance, the class PSPACE/PO~Y is the class of sets which are recognized by 

a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial space with the help of an advice of 

polynomial length. Some general properties of the nonuniform classf s have been 
studied (see [19] for some of these classes and their properties). In particular, there 
has been a high interest in characterizing the classes P/poly and P/log. This interest 
was mainly due to the fact that these classes are the nonuniform counterpart to the 
class P; moreover, they have nice characterizations in terms of boolean circuits, 
which historically have been considered as the canonical tool for studying nonunifor- 

mity (see, for example, [ 19, Theorem 2.101). 
From the results of Dymond and Cook [S] and many others on theoretical models 

for parallel computation, it can be deduced that the class PSPACE/~Q~Y can be 
identified in a similar way with the class of sets whit can be solved feasibly by a 

nonuniform parallel model of computation. Several parallel models of computation 

define this class when they are forced to use a ‘small’ amount of resources. 
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Our purpose in this work is to understand better the nature of parallel computation 

by studying and characterizing the class PSPACE/~O~~. 
We assume the reader familiar with the basic concepts of formal language theory. 

Our languages are subsets of strings for some fixed finite alphabet C which contains 
at least the symbols 0 and I. For a word w, its length is denoted by 1~1. By angular 
parentheses (,) we denote polynomial time pairing functions. A set S is sparse if 
and only if, for each n, S contains only a polynomial number of words of length 
n. One of our basic models of computation will be the multitape oracle Turing 
machine, which is defined in the usual way [2,19]. When the machine uses an advice 
instead of an oracle, we assume that at the start of the computation the input tape 
contains a string w$h( 1 WI), where the advice is the same for every word w of length 
n. Relativized complexity classes are denoted in the usual way; in this case, our 
convention regarding space bounds is that the oracle tape is also bounded by the 
same function as the worktapes, unless otherwise stated. Oiher models of computa- 
tion will be described later on. For undefined concepts see [II]. 

In the same way as done in [18], we can state 

PSPACE/pOly = u PSPACE( S). 
S sparse 

We start by giving a characterization in terms of the resources used by an oracle 
Turing machine. 

reposition 1.1. PSPACE/PO~Y is exactly the class of sets accepted by an oracle machine 
which uses polynomially bounded work space and logarithmically bounded oracle space. 

roof. Let L be in PSPACE/~~~~; then there exists a polynomially space-bounded 
machine M with advice h(n) of polynomial length which recognizes L. We encode 
the advice into the oracle as follows: 

A={(n, i, b)lis Ih(n b is the ith bit of h(n)}. 

Then another polynomial space-bounded machine can decide L using a logarithmic 
space-bounded oracle tape, by first querying A about every bit of the advice, and 
then simulating M. So one implication of the statement of the proposition follows. 

Conversely, let L be a language accepted by an oracle machine which uses 
polynomially bounded work space and logarithmically bounded oracle space. The 
oracle has a polynomial number of words up to length O(log n), say 

w1,w2,w3,=*~,~m- Construct the following advice: h(n) = w,$w,$ . . . $wm; then 

IN ) 4 = nocl! Then L cap h . A accepted in polynomial space by a machine using this 
advice, and therefore we get that L is in PSPACE/~O~Y. 0 

Similar results can be shown for 
ilar proof is val 

poly. For some 
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In the following sections, we shall look for new characterizations of this class. 
The parallel computation thesis [6] states that sequential computation space is roughly 

equivalent to parallel time. Therefore, we know that sets decidable in polynomial 
space coincide with the sets that can be decided feasibly, i.e., in polynomial time, 
by many reasonable parallel models of computation. 

In Section 2, we shall follow the intuition that complete problems for the class 
%’ furnish nonuniform measures equivalent to %‘/poly, and show that this is not 
necessarily true. In Section 3 we shall present an algebraic characterization in the 
line of the work done in [3,4]. Our question is: how much do we have to add in 
order to get nonuniformity? We surprisingly have to add very little! Similar charac- 
terizations of other nonuniform classes can be found in this way. 

We shall study in Section 4 parallel nonuniform models. Several models are 
known to be equivalent to uniform polynomial space (see [9]). We define a nonuni- 
form version of the vectorial machines of Pratt and Stockmeyer [ 151, and prove 
that this model characterizes the class PSPACE/~O~~. The proof relies heavily on the 
main theorem of [15]. 

Jn Section 5 we shall present a quite different characterization of PSPACE/PO~Y 

in terms of space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. 
In Section 6 we shall move to the dual class of sets having an exponential lower 

bound on the nonuniform measures presented. A version of Lupanov’s theorem 
(see [IT]) for these measures is presented. Then the class is characterized by oracle 
Turing machines with lower bounds on the work space and the query tape. 

2. Measures suggested by complete problems 

Consider any way of describing finite sets, as lists of words, finite automata or 
any other device. We can consider the corresponding acceptance problem, which is 
defined as follows: Given w in C* and a description 0, is w in the set described 
by D? Several nonuniform measures used to define classes like P/poly or NP/poly 
have the property that the corresponding acceptance problem is complete for the 
analogous uniform class; for instance, it is well known that the sets with polynomial 
size circuits are exactly P/poly (see, for example, [ 193); moreover, the corresponding 
acceptance problem, called the circuit value problem, is P-complete with respect to 

log-space reductions [ 111. Similarly, polynomial size generators describe the class 
NP/poly [ 181, and from the work done in [ 183 it is easy to prove the NP-completeness 
of the problem: for any w and any generator G, is w in the range of G? 

Hence it seems natural to look at whether acceptance problems which are 
PspAcE-complete will lead to characterizations of PSPACE/PO~Y, by considering t 
class of sets having polynomially growing descriptions by the corresponding class 
of finite devices. We shall see that this is not always tr 

which it is. 
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Recall that a quantijed boolean formula (qbf) is a boolean formula in which some 
of the variables are quantified. A variable is called free if it is not quantified. The 
quantified boolean formula problem (QBF) is: given a qbf F with no free variables, 
does F evaluate to true? It is known that this problem is PspizcE-complete [ 1 I]. 
Given w in 2*, 11~1 = n, and a qbf F in which there are n free boolean variables, 
we say F accepts w if, whenever the free variables of F are substituted by the bits 
of w, the corresponding formula evaluates to true (i.e., we use the bits of w as an 
assignment to the free variables in F). Given a language L on 2*, we say 4 hat L 
has poZynomiaZ size qbf if and only if, for each length n, there is a qbf of polynomial 
size in n and with n free variables which accepts exactly 2” n L. It is easy to prove 
that the acceptance problem for qbf is PspAcE-complete. 

Now let us prove our announced result. 

Theorem 2.1. L has polynomial size qbf if and only if L is in PSPACE/PO~Y. 

Proof. Let L have polynomial size qbf; then for every n there exists a qbf F of size 
polynomial in n such that F(w) = 1 if and only if w E L n 2”. Define the advice 
function h such that h(n) gives the appropriate qbf for the specific n. As QBF is- 
in PSPACE, for any w in L, we can obtain the appropriate qbf F via the advice and 
then evaluate it in polynomial space. Therefore, L belongs to PSPACE/PO~Y. 

To prove the converse, recall first that the proof of the PspAcE-completeness of 
QBF can be presented as follows: given a machine A4 with L(M) in PSPACE and 
given an input w, we can construct in polynomial time a qbf with n free variables 
which accepts w if and only if w E L(M), and then map w to the formula obtained 
after actually making the substitution. The intermediate formula with n free variables 
is uniform in w, in the sense that it depends only on the length of w (see [ll]). 

Let L be in PSPACE/~O~~ via advice function h and machine X. For each input 
w%h(lwl) we can obtain a qbf, depending only on 1~1, which accepts w if and only 
if w$h(lwl) E L(M) (this is done via the proof of the PspAcE-completeness of QBF). 
Now, fix the values of the advice input variables to the correct advice, The resulting 
formula is of polynomial size and witnesses that L has polynomial size qbf. 0 

Our next result is a PspAcE-complete problem which apparently does not give 
rise to a characterization of PSPACE/~O~~. Let us consider as measure the size of 
context-sensitive grammars. That is, given a csg G = ( V, Z, P, S) in which each one 
of the productions in P is of the form cy + p with p at least as long as cy, define its 
size as the total number of production rules. 

Consider a language L over Z We say that L has polynomial size context-sensitive 
grammars (poly-csg for short) if and only if there exists a k 2 0 such that, for every 
n 2 0, a csg G, exists satisfying 

L(G,)= LnC” and size(G,)=O(nk). 

It is well kno 
word w, does 

at the context-sensitive generation problem: given a csg G and a 

is pspAct+complete [Tr 11. As we s alI see in our next. 
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result, polynomial size csg does not seem to characterize exactiy PSPACE/~O~~, but 
NSPACE(IZ log n)/poiy. We expect this class to be different from PSPACE/PO~Y. 

Theorem 2.2. L has ply-csg if and onfy if L is in NSPACE( n log n)/poly. 

Proof. Let L be in NSPACE(YI log n)/poly; then there exists a machine A4 with one 
worktape and with advice h(n) = wl w2 . . . wk and such that L n 2’” is accepted by 
M with advice h(n). 

For each n, we construct a csg G, = (V,, E, P,, S) with a polynomial number of 
rules which simulates the computations of M and generates L n 2’“. 

Each variable o in V,, has six ‘fields’: The first field contains a symbol of C; the 

second contains the state in case the tape head is reading the symbol of the first 
field or an indication of its absence if it is not; the following field will contain log n 
squares to simulate log n positions of the work tape; the fourth field will indicate 
the position of the worktape’s head in these log n positions; the fifth field will 
contain a complete copy of h(n j of polynomial length. Notice that this field will 
remain fixed in all variables of V,; the last field will indicate the position of the 

head on the advice. See Fig. 1 below. 

symbol of 2 

state/absence 

log n positions of work tape 

position of head 

advice 

head in advice 

Fig. 1. 

Let us count the number IV,,1 of different variables u in V,,. In what follows, 4 is 
the number of states of M and c is the cardinality of its tape alphabet. The factors 
are ordered by the fields that raise them; the fifth field is constant. We have 

jv,(+j - (q+l) - (Pgn) - (logn) * nk=O(llli(+‘+‘“~r). 

Remark that in, order to bound 1 V,,( from above by a polynomial, each variable can 

encode at most log n positions of M’s work-tape. 
The rules of the grammar 6, are defined from the transition function of M exactly 

in the same way as in the classical simulation of an LBA by a csg, using a polynomial 
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number of rules; see, for example, [ 111. For the reader who does not master this 
simulation, we give just a sketch. Rules in the grammar have the following form: 
v1v2v3 + v',v~v~. Variables v, and v3 correspond to sections of tapes without heads; 
v2 corresponds to a section with some head. Then c te variables at the right-hand 
side contain the description of the same sections after one move; notice t’llat the 
heads do not move further than one square per move. Additional rules are required 
for setting up the initial configuration and for extracting the contents of the input 
tape as terminal symbols of the grammar at the end of the computation. 

et L be a language having polynomial size csg’s; i.e., for every n, 

there exists a csg G, such that L n C” = L( G,), where G,, = ( V,, E, P,, S) and with 

14 =O(nk), say 

P” = {a, + p,; ap p2; . . . a,& + /3”k}. 

Since the grammar is context-sensitive and must generate only words of length n, 
we can assume that Icyjis I/3& n. 

Since G,, is context-sensitive, I V,l = 0( nk+‘). Let V, = { vl, v2, . . .}. Codify each 
vi as the integer i. Each integer has a length of O(log n) bits. 

Define the following advice function k: 

h(n) = c(rl)%c(r2)% l l . %c(r,~), 

where c(ri) is a codification of the ith prodc&on rule ri of length bounded by 
0( n log n ). Therefore we have constructed, from the rules of G,,, a polynomially 
long advice h(n) which encodes the grammar. We need to specify the machine M. 

For any word w=ala2...a,, initialize the worktape as shown in Fig. 2. M 
simulates the derivations of the grammar contained in the advice. As this grammar 
is context-sensitive, every step in the computation contains at most n symbols, and 
at most O(log n) space is needed for each one. Thus 0( n log n) space is enough to 
carry out the whole simulation. A linear speed-up yields that the language is in 
NSPACE( n log n)/pOly. [7 

c log n c log n c log n c log n c log n 

##...a, ##...a, . . . ##...a,_, ##...a, 

Fig. 2. 

ence, polynomial space complete acceptance problems do notalways correspond 
to the class PSPACE/~O~~ when considered as polynomially bounded nonuniform 
measures. We consider this fact counterintuitive. It is not difficult to see that very 

et us recall some basic concepts. 
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Recall that a homomorphism is a function J: C* -+ d * such that, for all x, y E Z*, 
J(xy) =f(x)f(y). A homomorphism f is nonerasing if 1 WI > 0 implies that If(w)1 > 0. 
A homomorphism is polynomial-erasing on language L OII C* if there is a polynomial 
p and a positive constant k such that, for all w in L with lw(>k, Iw]6p(lh(w)l) 
[2]. A class of languages 9Z is closed under polynomial erasing homomorphisms if, 
for every language L in % and any homomorphism f polynomial-erasing on L, f( L) 
is in %‘. Now we can prove a new characterization of PSPACE/PO~~. 

2.3. PSPACE/PO~Y is the closure under polynomial-erasing 
of the class of sets with polynomial size context-sensitive grammars. 

homomorphisms 

Proof. Let L be in PSPACE/~O~Y; then there exists a machine 1M and an advice h 
such that, for each n, L n C” = L( M, h(n)) and M uses an amount of space bounded 
by p(n). Consider the language Lp = { w# pclwl) I w in L}. This language is in the class 
NsPAcE(n)/poly; therefore, by Theorem 2.2, there exists a polynomial context- 
sensitive grammar G,, which generates Lp n C”. 

Define the homomorphism f from C u {#} to C by: f(a) = a if a is in C and 
f (#) = A. This homomorphism is polynomial-erasing on Lp; moreover, L = f (L( G,,)). 

Conversely, let L be in the class of sets with polynomial size context-sensitive 
grammars and closed under polynomial-erasing homomorphism; so, for every n, 
there exists a homomorphism fn and a polynomia.1 size csg G,* = ( V,, ,2, P,, S) such 
that LnY’=f,(L(G,,)). 

We construct a machine 1M and an advice h which will recognize L n C”. The 
advice will contain a polynomial-length coded version of fn and of G,, which can 
be done in the same way as in Theorem 2.2. The machine A4 starts by guessing the 
erased part of the word and placing it in the correct place. Next, M simulates the 
derivation of any word of the language by the grammar G, as was done in the 
previous theorem, and checks the image under At to test that the guess was the 
correct one. Cl 

3. Algebraic characterizations 

In [2], several classes of languages were characterized in terms of closure of the 
regular languages under different kinds of homomorphisms and boolean operations. 
Moreover, by considering transitive closure, a characterization of PSPACE was given 
in [3]. Similar techniques provided the following characterization oft e relativizaticn 

Of PSPACE [4]. 

For any set A, PSPACE(A) is the smallest class containing the regular sets 
and the set (A@ A)*, and closed under intersection, inverse ho hism, po~y~om~a~- 
erasing homomorphic replication, and transitive clos reserving relations. 
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Recalling the result we stated at the beginning that PSPACE/~O~Y is the union over 
all sparse sets S of the classes PSPACE(S), it is trivial to extend the above result to 
obtain the following characterization of PSPACE/PO~~. 

PSPACE/~O~Y is the smallest class containing the regular sets, all the sets 
the form (SO S)* for sparse S, and closed under intersection, inverse ho 
polynomial-erasing homomorphic replication, and transitive closure of length-preserving 
relations. 

However, we have lost strength in taking this union, because this characterization 
of PSPACE/PO~Y is a weaker statement than each of the separate characterizations 
of each class PSPACE( S). Our question is: is it possib !e to find a stronger characteriz- 

ation of PSPACE/~O~Y which does not follow directly from Fact 3.l? ‘VVe present 
such a characterization by reducing the initial class to concatenations and intersec- 
tions of regular sets and sparse sets, and dropping the inverse homomorphism 
requirement. 

First, recall some concepts from [3]. A relation is a subset of C* # 2*, where # 
does not belong to 2. A relation is length-preserving if it is a subset ‘of U { 2’ # C n 1 

over all n in N}. Given a relation R, its transitive closure is the relation R* defined 
by x # z belongs to R* if and only if there exist y, , y,, . . . , y, such that y1 = X, y, = z 
and, for each couple yi and yj+l, we have that yj # yj+l is in R. Let n be a positive 
integer and let 6 be a function from { 1, . . . , n} to { 1, R}, where wR is the reversal 
of w. For any language L and homomorphisms hi,. . . , h,, the language 
{h,( w)sr’) . . . hn( w)‘(“) 1 w E L} is called a homomorphic replication of type 6 on L. In 
the obvious way, we can define the closure of a family of languages under polynomial- 
erasing homomorphic replication. 

3.3. PSPACE/PO~Y is the smallest class containing the regular sets and the 
sparse sets, and closed under concatenation, intersection, polynomial-erasing homomor- 
phic replication, and transitive ek-xur~~ of length-preserving re~atiwts. 

Before proving this theorem, let us state a consequence of Fact 3.1. 

For every set A, the class PSPACE(A) is closed under transitive closure of 
ng relations. 

As a corollary, wc get a result to be used later. The proof of this is obvious when 
, . . -?- - .a. 1-m we notice that rsr~~~jpo!y is the UGIIWII over a!! sparse S of PSPACE( S). 

reia tions. 
. PSPAC‘E/PO~Y is closed under transitive closure cf length-preserving 

Now let us prove eorem 3.3. 

et % be the smallest class descri in the statement of the 
revious corollary an e re e beginning of 

oly contains the regular sets and the sparse sets an 
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is closed under the operations stated in the theorem; therefore, the class S$ is 
contained in PSPACE/~O~Y. 

TO prove the other inclusion, let US start with some notation and facts taken from 

PI . 
Let BNP denote the smallest class of languages which contains all the regular 

sets and is closed under intersection and linear-erasing homomorphic replication. 
As is proved in [2,3], BNP is in ‘%. For any Linear Bounded Automaton (LBA) 
let us define its yield relation as y(M) = {cu # /3 1 (Y =+$I in one step in 
and p are configurations of M. In [2,3], it is shown that y(M) is in BNP, and 
therefore its transitive closure y*(M) is in Ce. 

Let L be in PSPACE/PO~Y; then there exists a machine M and an advice h, 

polynomial bounded on the length of the input, such that w is in L if and only if 

wSh(lwl) is in L(M), where M uses space ~(1~1). We suppose that L is a subset of 
C* and that h:N+r* and Cnr=@. 

Define L1 = {w$h(lwl)$jzP’lwl’ I w in L}, and let Ml be the machine which simulates 
M and accepts L, in linear space. We suppose $ and $ are not in C u l?. We also 
assume that final configurations of Ml are taken on the set T*FY* where F is the 
set of final states. By the previous remarks, y*( M,) is in % because y( M,) is 
length-preserving and Ce is closed for transitive closure. 

Let us define L2 = {cy # p I ar an initial configuration of M, on input w$h( w)$&‘c’w’) 
and p any accepting final configuration}; then we shall prove in eight steps that L2 
is in Ce. Let .X be a symbol not in C. 

(1) C*X is a regular language, so it belongs to %‘. 
(2) The set {wE#l”ll w E Z*} is an homomorphic replication of Z*E, because 

defining h,(x) = x for every x E C and h,(X) = E, and defining h2(x) = # for x E C 
and h,(X) = h, we have 

w + h,(w) l h2( w) = wE#‘“‘. 

So { wE#‘“‘I w E X*} is in %. 
(3) The language (w&#l”lI w E Z*}$EZ*$P* is in %, because it is obtained by 

concatenating the language of (2) with a regular set. 
(4) The language {#‘“‘$..Ch( 1 wl)$@‘w” 1 w E Z*} is in %‘, because it is sparse. 
(5) The language C*,${ #lw’$&h( 1 w/)]$&“‘w’) 1 w E E*} is in %, because it is obtained 

by concatenation of the language in (4) with a regular set. 
(6) The language { w~#‘w’$~h(~w~)$~p~‘w’~~ w E iZ*} is in %‘, because it is obtained 

by intersection of languages in (3) and (5). 
(7) The language (w$h(lwl)$gP”w”l w E 2*} is in %?? because it is obtained from 

the language in (6) by erasing # and E using the following polynomial-erasing 
homomorphism: f(x) = x if x is in Z, f(x) = $ if x = $, and f( x) = h if x = # or x - x- 

(8) Finally, the language q,-,{w$~(~wl)$~~‘~~~‘I w E Z*}#T*Fr*, where 40 is the 

initial state of M, and F is the set of final states of the same machine, is i 
is language is forme by concatena of t age in (7) with two 

regular languages. 
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Let L3 be the set {(Y # p 1 there is a computation in M, from Q! to p, Q! is an initial 

configuration of M, on input w$h( w)$@++, and p is a final configuration}. Then 

L, = L2 n y*( M,), so L3 belongs to %. 
Notice that w E L iff 3a, p such that cy = q,w$h(iwl)$@~“; p is in T*FY* and 

there is a computation in Ml from Q! to p. 
Let g be an homomorphism from Q u C u r u {$, $} to C such that g(x) = x if x 

is in C and g(x) = h otherwise. Then g erases everything except w in L3. Thus, g 

erases a polynomial number of symbols on L, so it is a polynomial-erasing 
homomorphism on L. Moreover, w is in g(L,) if and only if M, accepts 
w$h(lwl)%QP”~l’ and, by definition of A&, this happens if and only if w is in L,. 

Therefore, LI = g(L,). c! 

Comparing Theorem 3.3 with the results in [3], first observe that just adding the 
sparse sets to the starting point is enough to get a full nonuniform class; and second, 
that an inverse homomorphism is no longer required. Thus this characterization is 
a stronger one than the one ~~~~~~~~~~ 111 L‘TJ, UA.U CAL.U . . WV -__ I_ _____= ---a-+aA ;- rdl ant-4 thic wac cllrntising to us_ Similar 

properties, dropping the transitive closure requirement, give other well-known 
nonuniform classes, corresponding to the results in [2]. For example, we can state 

the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.6. NP/ poly is the smallest class containing the regular sets and the sparse 
sets, and closed under concatenation, intersection, and polynomial-erasing homomorphic 
replication. 

. Vectorial straight-line programs and parallel nonuniform models 

The vector machine was one of the first models of parallelism to be both ‘practical’ 
[ 161 and ‘theoretical’ [ 151. Vector programming appears as one of the most usual 
ways to deal with ‘practical’ parallelism. Many important problems, like the general 
mapping, matrix product, or FFT, have nice and short vector programs without test 
instructions (see [lo, pp. 229-2321). We name this kind of programs straight-line 

vector programs, and consider the size of these programs as a direct measure of 
parallel time. 

Formally, a tectorial straight-line program, vslp for short, is a straight-line program 
with register 

ri f 

and bit-wise 

instructions: 

2* ri, rid-i* ?+j 

vector instructions: 

Vi* Vj Op VA, where op~(h, v); 

Vi+lZI; Vi + Vj shift rk; wlhere shift E (t, 4). 

Sra!ar registers contain binary nu bers and vector re rs contain ultimately 

uences of bits, infinite the left. Every vsl as three distinguished 
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registers rl, uin (input register), and I.+,,~ (output register). ‘Ye denote by [ Uj] and 
[Q] the contents of the respective registers. During a computation on word w in 
(0, 1)“. the initial contents of the registers are: 

b-,1 = 1, 

[Vi”] = O”$W, 

[q] = 0 (for allj # l), 

[ Uj] = O”$ (for all j # in). 

From here on, the computation will be executed following the instructions of the 
vslp P. The word w will be accepted by P if and only if, at the end of the computation, 
I.J,,~ contains O”$L The language accepted by the vslp p is denoted L(p). 

For any vslp p, define its size S2(/3) as the number of instructions in fi. Lt is clear 
from the definition that the size of a vslp /3 corresponds to the number of steps in 
every computation of /3, because /3 has neither loops nor tests. This gives an 
estimation of the parallel time needed to decide a language L nonniformly, as 
vslp’s are a parallel model of computation. 

For any L over Z, define its vector size as 

S,(n)=min(SZ(S);i(Sj= LnZ”}. -. 

We say that L has polynomial size vectorial programs if and only if, for each n, SL 

is bounded above by a polynomial in n. 

The next theorem shows that polynomial nonuniform parallel time defines the 
class PSPACE/~O~~. The proof very closely follows the lines of the proof of [15, 
Theorem 6.11, and therefore, we shall only give a sketch of the proof. 

Theorem 4.1. For any language L on Z, L has polynomial size vectorial programs if 

and only [f L is in PSPACE/~O~~. 

Proof (sketch). Let L be in PSPACE/PO~Y; there exists a machine M working in 

polynomial-bounded space S(n) and an advice h(n) which recognizes L n C”. 

Construct the following vslp which aiso recognizes L n C”: On input w of length 

n, form in vin the word O”$w$h(n) in O(lh(n)l) t p s e s. Simulate the computation of 

A4 by a transitive closure (as done in [ IS]). 

This last step can be done in (log C)’ steps, where C is the number of possible 

configurations which is C = (n + Ih( n)l)2s(“! This vslp has size 0( (S( n) + 

log(n + lh(njljj2+ lh(njlj- 
Reciprocally, let L n C n be recognized by a program p of size S,(n). Using the 

(k, vi, t), which finds the bit-number k of vector Vi at time t 
1, we can construct a machine which, for each n, recognizes Ln 

in space 

O(SL(4 * (Shj+log njj 

using as advice an encoding of p wltll length S,(n j 9 iog n. Tint: i-zstii’c FG~~SWS. q 

Several other models have been proposed for 

let us mention the conglomerates of Goldschlager [6] an 
Cook [5]. Corn els can also be fou 
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to be immediate from the results there that the model can be adapted to define the 
notion of polynomial-size conglomerates and polynomial-size aggregates, proving 
that with no uniformity requirement, they describe the class PSPACE/~O~Y. 

The concept of Kolmogorov complexity of a string, as studied by Kolmogorov, 
Chaitin and others, consists of measuring the quantity of information needed to 

produce the string. 
Resource-bounded versions of Kolmogorov complexity have recently been used 

as tools for the study of complexity classes. In [13], a version of Kolmogorov 
complexity for acceptors was introduced and characterized in terms of nonuniform 
complexity. However, we would like to define and characterize it in terms of 
generating words, because the version for acceptors of [13] is, in our opinion, too 
close *n, * %I the usual definition of nonuniform complexity. 

We propose a different view of the relation between Kolmogorov compiexiry and 
nonuniform complexity. First we choose Hartmanis’ approach [8] which measures 
the resources used by the universal machine in terms of the generated word. Second, 
we ask for the relationship between the nonuniform complexity of a language and 
the Kolmogorov complexity of its characteristic function. We obtain in this way 
another characterization of PSPACE/PO~Y in terms of space-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity. 

For any functions f and g, define the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity set 
KS[f, g] as the set of all strings x such that there is a string ,vg 1.~1 <f(lxI>, which, 
given as input to a fixed universal Turing machine U, allows the machine to write 
down x using at most g(lxI) space. The analogous time-bounded complexity set is 
denoted -K[J g]. An infinite string w is in KS[J; g] if and only if, for all but finitely 
many n, the word formed by the first n symbols of w is in KS[J; g]. 

Given classes of functions X and 9” define 

KS[X, 9]= U {KS[f, g] IKE X and g E 9). 

The characteristic string of a set A on c* is the infinite string xA which has as 
nth bit a 1 if and only if the nth word of C* is in A, and a 0 otherwise. Observe 
that the mth word in C* has length [log mJ. 

The class polylog is the class of functions of the form c l (log n)‘, where c and k 
are constants. 

For any set A in C *, A is ii1 PSPACE/PO~Y if and only if xA is in 

definition, there exists a set in PSPACE 

olynomial functions such that, for every 
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Design a program which cycles through the first m words of E* checking for 
each word w whether the pair (w, h( 1 WI)) belongs to B and writing down respectively 
1 or 0. 

In order to process the first m words of Z*, the program needs information about 

Ml), h(2), h(3),. . . , h( [log m] ). Therefore, we define 

u(m) = h( l)$h(2)$ . . . $h( [log m] ). 

Notice that, in case Ih( = O(nk), we have that lu(m)l = O(log“+’ m). 
Formally, consider the following procedure P: 

input m, u(m) 
w := : 

for i := 1 to rrm do 

comment w is the ith word of Z* 

get h( [log i]) from u(m) 
comment [log iJ = I wl 
if{ w, h( [log i] )) is in B then write 1 

else write 0 
w := successor of w in X* 

end for 

Feeding P# m # u(m) to universal machine U results in writing down the first 
m bits of xA5 Observe that the size of P is a constant, [ml = [log mJ + 1 and Ill 
is O(logk+’ m). Thus the total length of the string fed into U is polylog on m, where 
m is the length of the input. Let us consider the space bounds. We can get h( [log i] ) 
from u(m) using an amount of space bounded by O(logk+‘m). By hypothesis, the 
test about (w, h( [log i] )) can be done w’thin an amount of space polynomial on 
IwI, i.e., polylog on m. As a consequence, XA is in KS[polylog, polylog]. 

Conversely, consider the word w having the position m in the ordering of Z*; 
then Iwl = O(log n). Assume that, for any m, the first m bits of XA can be recovered 
from a string u(m) such that [u(m)1 =O(log’?n). Then we get Ilc(m)l =O(lwlk). 
Consider the following procedure which, on input (w, u(m)), simulates U on 

program 24 ( m): 

input w, u(m) 

simulate U on u(m) until it writes the mth bit 
accept if and only if this bit is 1. 

This procedure accepts input (w, u(m)) if and only if w is in A. Notice that we 

have taken as advice the function u(m) which is polynomial in Iw I, but by hypothesis 
the program works on space O(logkm) which means space polynomial in 1~1. 3 

Observe the following fact: the membership in A of words of length n has an 

effect on the bits of the characteristic function of A in positions around 2”. This is 
the reason for using polylog functions to characterize polynomial space. ere is 
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no obvious definition of Hartmanis’ version of Kolmogorov complexity for sublinear 
time bounds, because machines need at least the time for writing down the output. 
Therefore, it seems that it is not possible to translate our last theorem into characteriz- 
ations of classes smaller than PSPACE/~O~Y, as P/poly or NP/poly, because resource 
bounds on the Kolmogorov complexity of the characteristic functions are already 
quite low for rWAcE/poly. 

For the vectorial straight-line programs, it is possible to prove an exponential 
lower bound for ‘most’ of the boolean functions on n arguments. Using the same 
kind of techniques as the one described in [ 171 to obtain asymptotic bounds to the 
combinatorial complexity, we get the following result. 

Among the class of all sets computed by vectorial straight-line pro- 
grams, almost all of them require exponential asymptotic size for this model. 

Here, ‘almost all’ means that the ratio of sets which do not have exponential-size 
vectorial programs tends to 0 as the length of the input grows, as in [17, Theorem 
3.4.11. The proof follows from the observation that the arguments used to prove 

eorems 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 in Savage’s book are highly combinatorial, and do not 
actually use the fact that the computation model is defined by circuits; they just 
state that they can be thought of as directed acyclic graphs. Thus, they apply to 
vectorial straight-line programs as well. 

From the proof of Theorem 5.1 in Section 4, and nonuniform versions of the 
arguments in [9, Theorem 2.1 and Sections 5 and 63, it follows that many other 
nonuniform models of parallel computation can simulate vectorial straight-line 
programs with only a polynomial increment of hardware. As a consequence, for 
example, most sets require exponential size conglomerates and exponential size 
aggregates to be decided. 

Our notations for orders of magnitude are as follows: we denote by n,(f( n)) 
the family of functions g(n) such that, for some positive constant c and for infinitely 
many n, g(n)> c- f(n); and we denote @,(f(n)) the family of functions g(n) such 
that, for positive constants c and c’ and for all but finitely many n, c 9 f(n) s g(n) s 
c’ l f(n). These definitions are as in [ 11; the reader can find there motivations for 
the chosen notation. 

ence, we are interested in the family of languages with an exponential lower 
ound on the size of their minimal vectorial straight-line programs. This class is 

e also) denote the languages 
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with subexponential upper bound by 

o(exrWl= WI &in) = o(exp)l, 

where o(exp) = O(2”‘“‘) (characterizations of this family appear in [ 11). In order to 
characterize these classes in terms of Turing machines, we introduce two more 
notations of complexity classes. Denote by 

V(Space(SZ,(exp)) v Oracle (n,(n))) 

the class of sets L such that for every oracle machine A4 and fir every oracle set 
A, with L = L(M, A), either the work space is bounded from below by a fursticln 
in &,(exp), or the amount of oracle tape is bounded from below by a function in 
In,(n). In the same manner we denote 

3(Space(o(exp)) A Oracle(o(n))) 

the class of all sets L such that there exist an oracle machine and an oracle A, 
with L = L(M, A), and with worktape bounded from above by o(exp) and oracle 
tape bounded by o(n). Similar classes for other bounding functions and/or other 
machine resources allow to characterize other nonuniform classes, as will be shown 
in forthcoming work of the present authors. 

The next result shows a duality among the classes defined above. 

Lemma 6.2. The following two conditions are equhaient : 
(1) L is in V(Space(&(exp)) v Oracle(Q,( n))); 
(2) L is not in 3(Space(o(exp)) A Oracle(o(n))). 

The proof is straightforward. The relationship between vectorial programs and 
machines is given by the next result. 

Theorem 6.3 
(1) a,(exp)[S] = V(Space(&(exp)) v Oracle(&( n))); 
(2) o(exp)[S] = 3(Space(o(exp)) A Oracle(o(exp))). 

Proof. We prove (2) first; then (1) follows by the previous lemma. Let L be a 
language with subexponential cost by vectorial straight-line programs; we construct 
a machine M and an oracle A with the reyuired space bounds. 

To construct the oracle A, consider a vectorial program p on inputs of length n. 
Then define A = { n$( i) 1 i encodes an instruction of p}, where n is coded in binary. 
Since /3 has a subexponential number of instructions, a sublinear number of bits 
suffices to encode each vector instruction. Therefore, A contains information about 
the vector instructions of j3. 

To construct the machine first obtain, with the help of oracle e vector 

program p. This is done by cycling over all possible oracle words of sublinear 1 
Next, using the procedure (k, vi, t), evaluate also 
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Reciprocally, for a fixed n, construct the function: k(n) = hlhl . . hk, with k = 
0(2O(“)), and where hi is 1 if w of (0, l}O(“) belongs to A and hj is 0 otherwise. On 

input w, form the word O”$w$h(n) in Vin, and then proceed as in Theorem 4.1. Cl 

As a conclusion, it can be shown that, given a set L with exponential vectorial 
cost, any oracle helps only in a ‘trivial’ way to reduce the work space needed to 
decide L. If we want to decide L within subexponential space, the only way to 
accomplish it is by linear-size queries as, for example, in the trivial machine that 
uses no workspace and just queries its oracle about the input and accepts or rejects 
accordingly. Indeed, by our last theorem, every oracle machine deciding the set 
must use either exponential workspace or linear oracle space. A smaller amount of 
oracle space is of no help for reducing the exponential workspace; similarly, a 
subexponential amount of workspace is no help for reducing the (linear) length of 
the queries. 

The authors are grateful to Dr. Eric Allender for pointing out an error in an 
earlier version of this paper, and to the referees for their careful reading of the 
manuscript. 
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